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Quetico Park in northwestern Ontario celebrates its 100th anniversary in 2009. Long-recognized
as a gem among parks, Quetico contains some of the largest stands of old-growth red and white
pine in Canada , as well as a diversity of fascinating lichens, carnivorous plants in specialized
habitats.The author presents an insightful look into Quetico’s natural history as he examines the
adapations that have allowed moose, white-tailed deer, wolves and other mammals to survive.
The human history of the park is also explored, beginning with the Objiwa living there when the
area was designated as a park, followed by accounts of trappers, loggers, miners, park rangers,
and poachers.Beginning with the retreat of the glaciers, the author combines his thorough
research into Quetico’s long and varied history with the threads of his own extensive involvement
with the park. The result is a splendid tribute to a very special place.

...reading Quetico: Near to Nature's Heart is pleasurable. Nelson's voice comes through clearly
and openly as if he had just sat down to speak to you personally.From the Inside FlapUsing
thorough research, the author presents an insightful look into the natural history of Quetico Park,
long recognized as a gem among parks. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the
AuthorJon Nelson worked as a park ranger in Quetico from 1976 to 1987. He has written
numerous articles for ON Nature, Lake Superior Magazine, the Thunder Bay Chronicle-Journal,
and the Globe and Mail. He lives in Thunder Bay.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read
more
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DEDICATIONTom Miyata worked in his quiet, persistent, and eloquent way for over three
decades to preserve and protect Quetico Park. He fought harder, longer, and more effectively
than anyone I know to make Quetico a wilderness park and to ensure that it remained that way.
Everyone who loves a wild Quetico owes Tom a deep debt of gratitude.I was, and still am,
inspired and motivated by Tom Miyata and his love of the outdoors, his knowledge, his
enthusiasm for life, and his passion for wilderness. My family and I were blessed to have known
him and his family. He is a central figure in many of my best memories of canoeing, camping,
fishing, hunting and — more importantly — he was a dear friend.This book is dedicated to Tom
Miyata. A huge hole was created in the fabric of my life when he died in 2007.
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NEAR TO NATURE’S HEART:AN EXPLANATIONIn 1897, William and Jennie Richardson set
off on their honeymoon. They travelled by birchbark canoe into the centre of Quetico, along with
their Indian guides. At the conclusion of their three-week trip, Jennie noted, “it is good to be so
near to nature’s heart, even if for so brief a space.”1This book is a series of writings about the
natural and human history of a place that was set aside early enough that it still contains intact
ecosystems with an aura of the past. The phrase “near to nature’s heart” summarizes the
feelings of those who, like myself, treasure the time they have been able to spend in Quetico.
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relate to the retreat of the glacier through the Quetico-Superior and its effect on the landscape
couldn’t have been written without the valuable comments and corrections made by Brian
Phillips, Phil Kor, and Matthew Boyd. They have conducted fieldwork in northwestern Ontario
and have practical knowledge of the effects of glaciers on the Quetico-Superior landscape.Even
though I have conducted archaeological research in Quetico, I consulted with numerous
archaeologists who have worked in the area and are very knowledgeable about the first
explorers into this area. These include Bill Ross, Walt Okstad, Tony Romano, Sue Mulholland,
Lee Johnson, Bill Clayton, and Mike McCloud. Their views have influenced my interpretation of
the post-glacial period and how and when people moved into this area. Since almost nothing is
known about the first people in the Quetico-Superior, archaeologists disagree on many
particulars. We all agree, however, that Quetico’s first explorers were awesome people at an
awesome time.Andrew Hinshelwood and I were very fortunate that Elders from the Lac La Croix
First Nation in 1999 (John Boshey Sr., Marie Ottertail, Helen Geyshick, Robert Ottertail, Helen
Jordan, and Doris Whitefish) were willing to patiently explain their views and listen to ours. We
were also greatly aided by consulting with, and learning from, a variety of people with
experience in trying to bridge the gap between archaeologists and Native peoples. The people
who aided my understanding of matters relating to interactions between archaeologists and
Anishinaabe people include Kalvin Ottertail, Scott Hamilton, Jill Taylor-Hollings, Doug Gilmore,
Walt Okstad, and Dave Woodward. I am grateful to Andrew Hinshelwood, who collaborated with
me in the writing of Chapter 3 dealing with archaeology and Anishinaabe spiritual beliefs.The
chapter on moose research is based, in part, on research conducted by Tim Timmermann, who
also gave me a better understanding of moose biology and insights into their research. Willard
Carmean is the “grand old man” of white pine research in northwestern Ontario and I relied
heavily on him to provide a more complete understanding of the importance of white pine and
the significance of McNiece Lake. Tim Lynham and Lisa Solomon were valuable sources of
information on fire ecology and their research on white pine regeneration in Quetico. Twenty
years ago, when writing my thesis, I relied heavily on Richard Ojakangas for information on the
geology of the Knife Lake area and he was again helpful in my attempt to make the complex
volcanic origins of the Knife Lake bedrock understandable. All of these people not only
conducted important research in the Quetico-Superior, but also generously shared as much of
their knowledge as I was able to absorb.The prelude regarding Quetico’s 100th anniversary was



greatly aided by suggestions made by Bruce Litteljohn, who played a significant role in making
Quetico a wilderness park. Others who read and commented on portions of the text include Mike
Barker, Kalvin Ottertail, Jay Leather, Dave Elder, Fergy Wilson, Gerald Killan, John Soghigian,
Robin Reilly, and Bill Addison. This section is my brief interpretation of Quetico’s formation and
evolution since it became a protected area in 1909, and it reflects, as does the rest of the book,
my broad personal interests and biases. More detailed accounts of Quetico’s history can be
found in works by Shirley Peruniak, Gerald Killan, and George Warecki.Others read all or parts
of chapters and made constructive comments on the chapters relating to special places in
Quetico and ecology sections of the book: Joe Walewski and Erica North (lichens), Jeep
LaTourelle (Prairie Portage), Rick Gollat (moose research), Sally Burns (The Pines), Steve
Kingston and Doug Morris (pukak), Tony Elders and Lynn Hazen (beaver), Pete Doran, Nadia
Kovachis, and Caleb Hassler (aquatic ecology), Ellen Bogardus-Szymaniak (fire ecology), Lori
Gregor (carnivorous plants), Paula and Andy Hill (McNiece Lake), Jamie McMahon, Dick Hiner,
Anna Nelson, and Leif Nelson read and commented on many articles. Their advice and
expertise greatly added to the depth of the articles and helped me avoid many errors.A special
thanks to Shirley Peruniak, who knows more about Quetico Park than everyone else does
collectively, for reading many of the articles and making many helpful suggestions. My wife
Marie played a major role in this book. She was my primary editor, the person I bounced ideas
off of, and who kept my spirits up when I got discouraged. She was always the person to suffer
through my first drafts, make copious corrections of spelling and grammar, and tirelessly remind
me to “loosen up” my writing and be less academic. Johnnie Hyde was influential in persuading
me to write the early stages of this book. Heather Peden edited many of the early drafts and
helped immensely to get my writing more organized and less repetitive. Phyllis Dalgleish
patiently helped me overcome some of my deficiencies in computor usage. Thunder Bay’s
Gregg Johns of Imagetech was my guide in learning the technicalities of using digital cameras.
Prior to that, the people at Primary Foto Source were helpful during the decades I used slide
film.The maps were made by Cathy Chapin from Lakehead University. While making these
wonderful maps she frequently made alterations as I changed my mind as to what I wanted.
Jennifer Garrett, Lise Sorenson, and Mary Lambirth used their considerable artistic talents to
help illustrate the book. I am particularly indebted to Jennifer, who made two paintings — a
depiction of spring and fall turnover of lakes and a Late Palaeo-Indian spear point — specifically
for this book.The John B. Ridley Research Library at the Quetico Park Interpretive Centre at
French Lake, with its wealth of information on Quetico Park, was a vital source of information for
this book. Andrea Allison was invaluable in locating information and photos that I required. The
library is an underutilized and valuable resource of tapes, articles, photos, notes, and other
materials that have been compiled by park staff for decades. The library contains a wealth of
information about Quetico Park and the people who have shaped it. The Atikokan Centennial
Museum was a valuable source for information on the history of the Atikokan area.My thanks
also go to Barry Penhale, publisher emeritus, and Jane Gibson, editor, of Natural Heritage/



Dundurn Press for their patient and encouraging support of my early efforts. With their help, the
work has been molded into a readable book.I’ve been fortunate to have many terrific people
accompany me on canoe trips in Quetico. Andy Hill, in particular, spent a lot of time with me
exploring various parts of the park. In recent years I have taken trips where one of the objectives
was to gather information and photos for this book. Marie Nelson, Andy and Paula Hill, Dick
Hiner, Leif Nelson, and Heather Sutton have been my primary companions on these outings. On
archaeological research trips sponsored by the Quetico Foundation from 1996 to 1999, Frank
Jordan was my usual partner with a variety of students from Lac La Croix and Atikokan also
helping out. Dick Hiner, Norman Jordan, and Ralph Ottertail Jr. were research assistants on
Knife Lake in the late 1980s, and James Burns and Dan Fotheringham were able assistants in
the research on Knife Lake in 2001. All of these people made it possible for an insulin-
dependent diabetic to continue taking extended canoe trips into Quetico. When canoeing with
me they knew that low blood sugar was sometimes a bigger concern than high winds.
Thanks.This book is, to an amazing degree, a collaborative effort made possible by the
assistance of many people. However, any errors or misinterpretations in any section of this work
are mine alone.

INTRODUCTIONMuch of my adult life has revolved around Quetico Park. For twelve summers,
my wife Marie and I worked as Quetico Park rangers at Beaverhouse Lake, Cache Bay, and
Prairie Portage. Those wonderful years inspired me to return to school when I was forty-five
years old. After my degree was completed, we returned to northwestern Ontario and I spent six
summers conducting archaeological research in Quetico Park while teaching biology and
chemistry at Confederation College in Thunder Bay. I continued to teach at the college until my
retirement a few years ago.Working as a park ranger and researcher, I made numerous canoe
trips into Quetico Park and a few into the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness (BWCAW).
In addition, I have snowshoed and canoed extensively in the park for my own enjoyment. All of
these trips provided opportunities to take photos and provided the background necessary for
writing this book. The chapters were written specifically for this book, but some are substantially
revised and updated from articles that appeared in the Boundary Waters Journal, the Chronicle
Journal (Thunder Bay), the Globe and Mail (Toronto), and Canoesport Magazine.I grew up in
Montevideo, a small farming community on the prairies of southern Minnesota, and went to
Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota. After a canoe trip in the early 1960s, I became
infatuated with canoeing and Quetico Park. Years later, I met Marie Pelkola, who had worked
many summers at the Minnesota (now Voyageur) Outward Bound School and had taken many
trips into Quetico Park and the BWCAW. Our mutual interest in canoeing and a desire to live in
the north caused us to move to Atikokan, Ontario, in 1973.We bought a small resort with Rob
and Martha McManus, another couple from Minnesota, and quickly became immersed in the
wonderful diversity of Atikokan. Our arrival coincided with the controversy over logging in
Quetico Park and we met local people, such as Tom and Bettina Miyata, who were active and



outspoken in their support for the cessation of logging in the park. We slowly lost our “Mercan”
accents, adopted Canadian ways, and learned the local vernacular. This includes: putting
vinegar on our chips (french fries); wiping our faces with serviettes (paper napkins); wearing
toques (stocking caps) and Sorels (winter boots) when it gets cold; catching pickerel (walleyes),
lawyers (burbots), and hammer handles (small northern pike) through the ice; putting on clean
gotch (underwear) in the morning before plugging in the electric kettle; and sitting on
chesterfields (sofas) drinking Molson Stock Ale while watching the Habs (Montreal Canadiens)
or the Leafs (Toronto Maple Leafs) on Hockey Night in Canada.MAP 1: QUETICO PARK AND
SURROUNDING AREAOntario’s Quetico Park lies adjacent to the Boundary Water Canoe Area
Wilderness (BWCAW) in Minnesota.After a few years we sold our resort and were hired to work
as rangers in Quetico Park. It was, for us, the perfect job. Bob Hayes, a Quetico Park ranger in
the 1940s and a friend of Marie’s parents in Winton, Minnesota, told me that when he first flew
into Basswood Lake in 1943 he felt that “he was descending into the ultimate paradise.” Not
surprisingly, Marie and I had similar feelings when we flew into Beaverhouse Lake for the first
time in 1976.We were fortunate to have an amazing group of co-workers in Quetico Park. The
other park rangers, portage crew, naturalists, and park supervisors were an extremely
enthusiastic, dedicated, and diverse group of people. Joe and Vera Meany, Mike and Priscella
O’Brien, Wilber and Bernice Hyatt, Glen Nolan, Carrie Frechette, Janice Matichuck, Shirley
Peruniak, Shan and Margie Walshe, Bob and Sally Burns, Dave Elder, Mike Barker, Gary Parker,
Wayne Bourque, Lorne Morrow, Dan Romanson, and Hillary Petrus are just a few of those who
greatly enriched our lives.Mike Barker, the district manager for the Atikokan District of the
Ministry of Natural Resources from 1973 to 1979, would begin the park’s spring introductory
staff session by reminding us that we were working in the best park in Ontario and that we were
the best in the world at what we did. We all believed he was right in both assertions. From 1976
through 1987 we worked as park rangers and those years, from my biased perspective, were the
“golden age” of Quetico Park.When we began working at Beaverhouse Lake, Quetico was
blessed in having Shan Walshe and Shirley Peruniak, two outstanding full-time naturalists. Doug
Haddow, George Holborn, and Sally Burns also worked as naturalists at times during those
years when learning more about Quetico’s natural history was given a high priority. Shan Walshe
motivated me, along with thousands of others, to learn more about plants and their role in the
environment. He taught by example and loved the fieldwork involved in being a park naturalist.
As often as possible he went on canoe trips and spent a minimum amount of time at a desk at
French Lake. There are many canoeists who have fond memories of encounters with Shan on
portages, in bogs or swamps, along the shorelines of lakes, or anywhere an unusual plant had
caught his attention.Shirley Peruniak’s interest in the human history of Quetico, her enthusiasm,
and depth of knowledge inspired me to learn more about the park’s past. I was strongly
influenced by Shirley’s example of talking to — and more importantly, listening to — the people
of Lac La Croix. From the beginning, she persistently worked with the First Nations people there,
a practice that was not common in the 1970s, to gather stories and photos documenting their



past. By obtaining a better understanding of the role of the Lac La Croix First Nation in Quetico’s
past, she helped pave the way for their having a greater say in Quetico’s future.Shirley has a
special gift for getting people to talk freely about the past. She has compiled tapes of Atikokan,
Lac La Croix, Ely, and Grand Marais residents, loggers, bush pilots, trappers, poachers, park
rangers, and anyone else she could find with knowledge of Quetico’s history. These tapes, along
with a treasure trove of photos and information gathered by Shirley and other park staff, have
been compiled by Andrea Allison at the John B. Ridley Research Library in the Quetico Park
Information Pavilion at French Lake.My years in the park — particularly experiencing the beauty
and mystery of pictographs and seeing evidence of ancient quarry activity on Knife Lake —
stimulated an interest in archaeology. I went back to school in 1986 to obtain a masters degree
in anthropology at Trent University in Peterborough, Ontario. The research I conducted focused
primarily on the first people to enter Quetico Park after the retreat of the glacier some thirteen
thousand years ago.Most of my research was funded by the Quetico Foundation, but my final
summer’s research in Quetico was made possible by the assistance of the Friends of Quetico.
Marie was one of the original board members when it was formed in 1984 and I currently serve
on the board. The goals of the Friends of Quetico include furthering education and supporting
research in Quetico Park. A percentage of the profits from this book will go to supporting
ecological research in the park, particularly fieldwork employing students from Atikokan and Lac
La Croix. The future of Quetico depends on the involvement of young people, especially those
from communities near the park, in its preservation.While researching Knife Lake’s stone
quarries, it became apparent to me that, in order to understand various aspects of how, when,
and why this particular rock type was chosen for tools by Quetico’s earliest residents, I had to
become familiar with more than just archaeology and geology. I found that the same type of
broad approach was needed when writing chapters for this book. Understanding carnivorous
plants and the bogs they grow in, for example, requires some understanding of chemistry,
symbiotic relationships, plant ecology, and even the glacial history of the area. For all the
chapters, I tried to integrate information from a variety of fields of study in order to make the
stories more complete and understandable.My interest in using photography to illustrate aspects
of plant and animal life led me to investigate the insides of pitcher plants, the Lilliputian world of
ground lichens, and the tracks of otter sliding across the snow. Fast shutter speeds can stop a
running moose dead in his tracks as he continues to run, while very long exposures of rapids
and falls can reveal aspects of moving water that the eye doesn’t see. The images used to
highlight, clarify, and expand specific topics or items mentioned in the text are an essential
ingredient of this book.The themes of Quetico’s long and varied human history, glacial effects on
the landscape, symbiosis, ecological interactions, and my own experiences in Quetico Park are
threads that run through and, hopefully, tie this book together. I strove to make the Native
Canadian past, which is unfortunately often referred to as “pre-history,” part of our shared history.
Ecologists have coined the term “deep ecology” to include humans as an integral part of the
environment rather than just outside observers. It is my intent that this book reflect a “deep



history” of Quetico Park, where the symbiotic relationship between humans, both Native and
non-Native, and the land is a primary focus.Anthropologist Norman Hallendy quoted an Inuit
shaman who told him, “From time to time, the spirits seek us out because they are in need of
human warmth for a little while. This is the time to listen very carefully to what they are saying
because they are trying to tell us what we are really thinking.”1 I have tried to listen carefully — to
spirits that sought me out, to fellow humans that I sought out, and to the land — and then to write
and photograph as accurately as possible about what I have learned.
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L. Bishop, “Excellent description and photos of Quetico. Excellent description and photos of
Quetico. Enjoyed reviewing it before giving it to someone who is more familiar with the area and
loves it.”

Swedefish, “Love this book!. We love the Boundary Waters, and we love this book!”

KCmark, “Quetico Rocks!. Having been to the Quetico on week-long canoe trips, I had many
questions about the history, flora, fauna, geology, First People, etc. This book, brilliantly written,
ties all of these diverse field together in an amazing way. Who knew about the life of the small
mammals in the tunnels beneath the winter snow? Or the teaming agreements that the parks
personnel have the First People?  Or how the area went from glaciers to forests?”

Tom M, “Five Stars. Great book for all the adventurers out there.”

KoutaR, “Glimpses into Quetico. This is an easy-to-read book on Quetico Provincial Park,
Ontario, written for a general reader. It is not a paddling guidebook. Neither is it a comprehensive
guide to the nature of the park. However, the author's style to concentrate on some interesting
topics probably works well for an average reader.Part 1 is about the glacial and human history of
the region. In part 2, the author introduces five glacial-historically, culturally, botanically and
ecologically interesting places in the park. Part 3 provides pieces of the animal and plant world,
some of which are rather general (e.g. symbiosis).Common plant and animal names are used
throughout the book. There is no table for the Latin names. There are a lot of color photos; the
photos show the subjects under discussion, not beautiful lake vistas. A few maps are included,
e.g. a general park map with the names of the most important lakes, and maps of glacier
locations at different times.”

Martha Mcmanus, “This year's Christmas present for all my friends and family!. I first paddled
into Quetico Park, north of Minnesota's BWCA, when I was at camp before 9th grade. In the
many years since then I have returned to this Ontario Park as it is truly as Jon Nelson describes
'Nature's Heart'. Nelson's book takes the reader back to Ice Age formations and the earliest
inhabitants, on through first nations guardians of the land, voyageurs and those of us who
paddle and portage into the home of current dwellers including 4 leggeds, those who crawl,
swim and fly. Quetico- Near to Nature's Heart is a beautiful, informative and exciting read. This is
my gift to friends and family this year for Christmas! I know that many of my friends have not
been in Quetico Park but the rich and powerful view of North America's land and people is
insightful to all of us who want to move beyond driving the freeways to experiencing the land,
lichens, loons and the spirituality of our land.Martha McManus”



M. Kightlinger, “Excellent book about the boreal forest. I absolutely loved this book. He goes into
fascinating detail re: topics that are not often covered. Very informative with great pictures and
easy-to-read prose.”

gary, “Quetico. Paddling in Quetico this September and thought I would get some background
info on the area ,book was very good would reccomend if you want to learn about the history of
the area”

The book by Jon Nelson has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 9 people have provided feedback.
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